ENTIRELY NEW

2201 FLEXOWRITER

* A Trademark of Friden, Inc.

automatic writing machine

by Friden
TO PREPARE DOCUMENTS LIKE THESE

INVOICES

...with copies for accounting, accounts receivable, commission distribution, salesman, branch or distributor. Tab cards may be punched directly or through conversion of by-product tape.

COMPATIBILITY:

The 2201 FLEXOWRITER® automatic writing machine, PROGRAMATIC® model, offers full compatibility with associated equipment. This means that you can simply plug in auxiliary input or output units—either at the time of installation or later on when automation needs may increase. Through the use of a FRIDEN tab card punch control, you can even attach a card punch machine and get tab cards as an automatic by-product of performing other jobs by FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine. Thus FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine not only provides automation for immediate needs, but it also serves as the cornerstone for continued expansion. (Some input-output units appear on the back page of this folder.)

2201 FLEXOWRITER® automatic writing machine shown with SELECTADATA® selective reader

*A Trademark of Friden, Inc.
PURCHASE ORDERS

...with copies of the original document for accounting, accounts payable, inventory control, expediting. By-product tape automatically writes voucher checks, receiving reports, commitment analyses. Tab cards may be punched simultaneously, or a second by-product tape may later be converted to tab cards.

SALES ORDERS

...with copies for accounting, production or shipping, customer's acknowledgment, packing slip, bill of lading. By-product tape captures all constant information on the sales order, automatically types up to 90 per cent of the invoice. Machine punches tab cards directly, or second by-product tape may be converted to tab cards.
The 2201 has a removable program panel. To change a program, plug in a new panel. No other automatic writing machine offers you such proof against obsolescence or such practicality for automating in your office paper work.

New Styling: New Versatility: New Productivity

FLEXOWRITER* automatic writing machine by Friden has achieved universal recognition and acceptance as a basic unit in data processing. Its varied applications for basic office automation, for programming tapes for automatic control of machine tools, and generation of computer input have become familiar to almost everyone. Now Friden announces a dramatic new model FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine, the 2201 PROGRAMATIC* model. It has greater speed, quieter operation, expanded versatility, greater productivity, and striking styling.

This new machine produces business documents and simultaneously punches tape or cards as an automatic by-product. The tape or cards can then be used as source data for other documents—the first step in the automation cycle. No other automatic writing machine offers such built-in versatility. None is equipped to handle so many office jobs so simply. For example, the 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine has a convenient removable program control panel. By changing panels, the operator changes machine applications. The 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine not only punches tape or cards, it also reads them, thereby bringing automation to the preparation of business documents. The keyboard is used only for entering new data that has not previously been recorded. The 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine writes all other data automatically after the operator presses a single key. Because of this versatility, the 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine, PROGRAMATIC model, can meet the basic data processing requirements of any size or type of business—in virtually all applications. It produces purchase orders, sales orders, invoices, shipping papers; it even provides input for electronic computers. Learn how the 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine, PROGRAMATIC model, can do your work automatically. Get in touch with your local Friden office now.

*A Trademark of Friden, Inc.
Compatible Equipment

2201 FLEXOWRITER
AUTOMATIC WRITING MACHINE

2212 AUXILIARY TAPE READER

This auxiliary tape reader provides the advantage of a second tape for an expanded, duplex operation. Information in the second tape is read out automatically by the 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine, alternatively or consecutively, as directed by programming codes punched into the tape.

2213 AUTOMATIC CARD READER

An auxiliary card reader, it provides rapid, accurate conversion of coded source data from tab cards to a variety of business forms. It reads tab cards, has automatic card feeding, skipping, and ejection.

2215 AUXILIARY TAPE PUNCH

Besides the by-product tape which the 2201 FLEXOWRITER automatic writing machine produces, the 2215 Auxiliary Tape Punch enables punching of a second tape as a by-product of document preparation. Each tape may contain different information, as required.
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